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USA TODAY BESTSELLERWill he consent to foreverâ€¦I know that he loves me, thatâ€™s not the

problem. And I know that heâ€™ll be there for me.But he hasnâ€™t mentioned forever. Not only that,

but he refuses to tell his mother.Some scars run too deep, and this one is the deepest of all.I have

everything on the line. To lose him now would be to lose it all.**The final full length novel in Hunter

and Livy's story**
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Where Forever, Please didn't have the steaminess of the earlier books and the drama was

significantly less, it was written the way an ending to a series should end. Everything was tied up

and you didn't have any questions of what happened next. I was pleased with the ending and felt

content with the life that Hunter and Olivia ended with.The series showed how the relationship

evolved and how the past effects the future but in the end a great partnership can get you a HEA.

Loved this series and this book . This was a heart warming emotion filled book as well as the whole

series. I laughed, cried and wanted hubby near by. Wow Hunter was the alpha rich dominate male



who called the shots and made you want more. Hunter had been crushed in his past by those he

loved and had fears to overcome. Olivia was a patient but headstrong woman who broke through to

him some how. Their relationship wasn't easy and they both had to work on it. Hunter is a hard man

to break out of his mold some how is able to make him see not everyone you love is not out to hurt

with them.

Olivia needs to make a choice, working with Hunter or working on her hobby/business adventure.

But fear of what happens when the cats away creep in. Hunter needs to get beyond his past and

make choices as well. Can he or will he? Can what he and Olivia have overcome his past? This is

an awesome conclusion to the series. Nothing you want comes easy. Well written and very

entertaining to read. Awesome end to the series which is a must read.

Could not have asked for a better ending for this series! I love these characters so much, and am

sad that this is the end for them. With all they went through in this series this is a great ending. Such

a great storyline and as always amazing characters. Just couldn't ask for more!

This Series sucked me in from the start! With just enough sexy time, and a great story line as well.

Hunter and Olivia's story had everything you would want. Love, hard times, and insecurities (you

know like an actual relationship) I feel in love with these characters, I laughed, cried, and laughed

some more! Give this series a chance you will love it!!!!

Loved the whole Please series and hated to see it end. But, I guess all good things must come to

and end right?I highly recommend the whole Please series! I wish it would have just been made into

1 book, but definitely worth buying! :)

If you are looking for the perfect love story series ending, look no further. This book was all hearts

and flowers with a few thorns. Loved the banter between the 2 main characters. I had a few laughs

but mostly I loved the happily ever after.

I really enjoyed this book series. I felt that it had a great story line as well as no cliffhangers, which is

important to me. Watching hunter and Olivia relationship blossom and transform was a wonderful

and exciting journey. There was just the right amount of sexy time as well as the struggles of a

pregnant women trying to stay afloat in her own life, without having to depend on Hunter. You will



not regret this purchase to continue the (please series!)
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